
Pandemic, Panic, & Preparedness
Financial Fallout

As predicted last week, the economic impact on

the Oil & Gas Industry are being felt, destabilizing

markets. An oil price war within OPEC+, between

Russia and Saudi Arabia, resulted in slashed oil

prices. This caused a drop in US stock futures

(-5%) and 8% drop in European stocks on Monday.

Lebanon is set to default on its debts for the first

time because of its foreign currency reserves

falling to critically low levels.

 

In Alcimed's analysis, the current business

environment calls for prudence, and while waiting

for the ECB, the FED, and the BoJ to make a move

to support the markets, the short term outlook

could continue to witness new lows before the

COVID-19 outbreak slows down. 

 

The ability of the epidemic to cause a general

recession will depend on how quickly China gets

back to work and whether the global pandemic

continues to spread into Q3 and beyond. 
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Global COVID-19 cases past the 100,000 mark this week and is part of a natural

increase in outbreak frequency. The WHO officially declared COVID-19 a

pandemic and urges all countries to "take urgent and agressive action" with the

efforts to limit viral spread to prevent cases from becoming clusters, The WHO

believes there is still time to turn the tide as measures similar to those used in

Italy can be effective. It is clear that the world has more time to prepare thanks

to the quarantine  efforts in Wuhan early on but  healthcare systems in other

countries need to step up their preparations quickly. 

It's official, COVID-19 is a Pandemic

Panic buying has become a global phenomenon in the wake of the coronavirus

epidemic. Empty shelves in pharmacies and supermarkets in Japan, the

Netherlands, France, and Poland show that coronavirus-fueled panic buying

isn't limited to a single geographic area. Purchasing restrictions on cleaning

supplies and toliet paper are in place but so are new "Leave at my door"

delivery options from places like Instacart. 

 

The worst example of fake news induced panic driven behavior is 44 people in

Iran dying of alcohol poisoning after fake reports that bootleg alcohol could

cure coronavirus infections (!).

Don't Panic! We have toilet paper!

Preparedness: a mixture of vigilance and common sense

Companies in China and Singapore have embraced operating remotely for

more than a month, proving that it does not have to be a productivity killer,

with video conference services like Zoom removing limits for free users.  

There are many wonderful resources available for helping prepare

organizations and individuals for living long term amidst a global pandemic.

From explanatory cartoons to work from home advice and etiquette, there are

plenty of resources for building action plans around communicable diseases.

 

Not everyone can work remotely, especially those in production,

manufacturing, and R&D, but there are resources for how to work safely, to

determine whether to travel for business and how to be safe while doing so.

Now in the outbreaks 3rd month, Alcimed analyzes  how things have shifted

toward a more long term view. 

www.alcimed.com

Cartoon by Ben Garrison,  https://grrrgraphics.com/
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All Joking Aside
Despite the increasing numbers of art museums

closing around the world, some art shows such

as the New York Armory show are still

functioning using human distancing. 

 

Global artists are even using the outbreak as a

source of inspiration for new pieces. 

 

 

The upside to less travel, less air pollution!   A 30% decrease in nitrogen
dioxide in the air in China could save more lives than the outbreak takes. 
 
Industrial cleaning services for public areas like schools are on the rise,
while institutions decide whether to close briefly for cleaning or move to
online learning for everything from primary school to colleges in all affected
areas.
 
COVID-19 continues to affect the global technology industry. Many
companies have shut factories, banned business-related travel and
cancelled major industry events. Takeda, Sanofi, Astra Zeneca, GSK, Apple,
Google, Amazon, Uber and Lyft are among those impacted. Big gatherings
and music festivals,   all over the world, such as SXSW continue to be
canceled, after COVID-19 spread due to a Biogen conference in Boston last
week. 
 
In addition to the ship near Japan, two more cruise ships have stranded over
4,000 off the coast of the US (Florida and California) due to cases of COVID-
19.

Prevention & Treatment

The Ups & Downs

Searching for Answers

As we transition from only watching cases emerge to watching people
recover, we can start doing the hard work of understanding how COVID-19
drives illness, which will be paramount for tackling the epidemic.  Some
interesting questions have been raised so far from the mounting data on
who gets infected, who fairs poorly, and whether or not protective
immunity is established. 
 
 

Sanofi Pasteur's Senior VP of Global Vaccine R&D

reminds us that a new vaccine may not be available

till next year, though Moderna trials are underway in

Seattle and more universities are joining the vaccine

search. Therapies may come faster for treatment. 

 

DARPA proposed "firebreak" treatment for medical

personnel and the very vulnerable, Takeda's plasma-

derived therapies and NIAID trials beginning for

COVID-19 patients with pneumonia, signal positive

movement and a Spanish patient has shown

improvement with an HIV therapeutic. 

 

Studies and trials are also underway for remdesivir,

camostat mesylate, Avigan, and a novel protein

target NSP15 should have answers this spring. 
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Need some cheering up? We did too. Enjoy these laughs at COVID-19's expense.
Prepare for the Worst Fake News Filters Social Distancing

A cartoon from the US

National Public Radio has

gone viral by teaching

kids how to respond

calmly to the outbreak. 

There is also a website that will generate a hand

washing guide based on your favorite song.

COVID-19's unusual features

Like other respiratory infections, the elderly are the most susceptible to
severe infection and mortality. Viral shedding has been detected for up to
37 days and can be transmitted by asymptomatic carriers. Cases of
reinfection have been detected suggesting immunity may be fleeting, also
raising concerns of the antibody dependent enhancement of disease seen
with MERS, another coronavirus, which will complicate vaccine efforts. 
  

Some lingering questions include: why kids show less severe infection, why
men are 65% more likely to die, and why death, on average 18.5 days after
symptoms develop, is related to sepsis and blood clotting issues, as these
are not characteristics normally related to respiratory diseases.  
    

Answers will hopefully follow research using virus isolated from Wuhan
going on at UNC-Chapel Hill and Boston University's  NEIDL BSL-3
facilities. 

 Ben Jennings,  www.theguardian.com  R.J. Matson, caglecartoons.com/ Shadi Ghanim, https://www.thenational.aeShadi Ghanim, https://www.thenational.ae

Cartoon: Lila Ash, published in the New Yorker

Behavior Modification
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